
 
 

GLOSSARY: WALLPAPER  
Panorama Panorama indicates that a design has a Lateral Repeat. 
LR The Lateral Repeat is the width of a design that is achieved before 

the re-introduction of the first drop; it is only applicable to 
Panorama’s. 

PA Print Allowances: the nature of the mural designs necessitates 
PA’s in the vertical dimension (VPA) and, where we are printing 
onto “overlay and cut through” grounds, in the lateral dimension 
(OPA). 
 

VPA The Vertical Print Allowance is a printed allowance at the top and 
bottom of each drop. This will usually be a total of 20 cm split 
equally top & bottom; for Bespoke Wallpaper it will vary and will 
be indicated in the specification for the job. 
 

OPA The Overlay or Overlay Print Allowance is a printed allowance at 
the sides of each drop that allow the installer to overlay and key 
drops into position prior to cutting through; the OPA is usually  
1-2cm on each side. 
 

MB Mirror Bleed is a specific type of PA created by mirroring outer 
sections of a design to create some additional tolerance.  
 

TPD (Design) The Total Print Dimensions (Design) are the dimensions of the 
whole design including the Print Allowances on the external 
edges, prior to any lateral drop repeat. 
 

NPD (Design) The Net Print Dimensions (Design) are the dimensions of the 
whole design net of any Print Allowances prior to any lateral drop 
repeat. 
 

TPD (Drop)  The Total Print Dimensions (Drop) are the dimensions of a drop 
including the Print Allowances. 
 

NPD (Drop)  The Net Print Dimensions (Drop) are the dimensions of a drop of 
wallpaper net of any Print Allowances. 
 

KP The Key Point is a point on the wall that must be “keyed” together 
with a point on the first drop of wallpaper to ensure that the whole 
design is positioned correctly on the wall. (See Wallpaper Hanging 
Instructions pdf.)  
 

BW Bespoke Wallpaper refers to wallpaper designs that have been 
adapted and printed to a client’s specification. 
 

DLP The Design Layout Plan is a diagrammatic representation 
showing the positioning of the wallpaper drops in the space. (For 
Bespoke Wallpaper only.) 
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